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N.K.V.D. colonel; but he did come in and sit down.   (We
had him singing too before we got to Murmansk.)
This encouraged the sailor to sing more songs. Then he
said to me, 'Please write down your name.' I did so.
' I will call you Mister Eric, and my name is Sasha.5 And
for the rest of the journey we were Bella (the Intourist girl),
and Sasha and Eric to one another—except for the N.K.V.D.
colonel. I didn't know his name till after I got to,
Murmansk.
6 p.m. A flat, open country, with lakes and many
villages with tall churches. Soon after 6 we came to
Rostov, which stands at the side of a lake and has a dozen
churches and a monastery like a small Kremlin.—white
walls, a green dome, and gold pinnacles; a beautiful sight
in the evening light, over flat fields with the corn standing.
Rostov has a big station, and there was a great crowd to
meet the train. It is the last town north at which any
variety of vegetables can be bought. There is a row of
countrywomen at stalls on the station, selling carrots,
onions, potatoes, apples, raspberries, milk, eggs, tarts,
and hot tea. There was a queue at the booth which supplies
hot water. Small children were begging bread from the
passengers. Some children off the train from Moscow
were trying to sell ladies' hair combs in the crowd. I
saw one child receive half a loaf of bread from a passenger.
He grinned broadly and ran over to a peasant woman
nearby who was selling cucumbers. * Look, mama, look:
bread.' The woman smiled and looked up and caught me
looking at her. ' He is a good boy', she said.
On Rostov station there were many soldiers embarking
from leave. Their wives and mothers had come to see
them off, and there was an exhibition of that dignity and
restraint which is so characteristic of some aspects of
Russian life. They kissed goodbye, and then shook hands
and bowed formally to one another. Some of the women
walked off the .platform before the train left, without once,
looking back. .

